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It is the dawn of the sixth millennium and the skies are

darkening, for the suns themselves are fading. Humans

reached the stars long ago, building a Republic of high

technology and universal emancipation - and then

squandered it, fought over it, and finally lost it. A new Dark

Age has descended on humanity, for the greatest of

civilizations has fallen and even the stars die. Now, feudal

lords rule the Known Worlds, vying for power with fanatic

priests and scheming guilds.

From the original developers of White Wolf’s Vampire®

and Werewolf®, comes a saga of humanity’s fate

among the stars…
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PROLOGUE: ALUSTRO’S QUEST



Prologue:

Alustro’s Quest

To: Archbishop Marcus Aurelius Palamon, Cathedral of Saint Maya,

Holy City, Galatea, Byzantium Secundus



Dearest Uncle,

It has been long since I last wrote you. I apologize for



=



not doing so sooner, but the dangers involved were too great.

I’m sure you will scoff at such a remark, but I tell you it is

true. How dangerous, I hear you ask, to write to the Archbishop of Byzantium Secundus? No one would dare delay

delivery of such a missive, and none would dare break its

seal to read it.

As you know, trusts and confidences can be betrayed

under intact seals. My liege, Erian Li Halan, has many enemies, not the least of which is her brother, a hateful man

bent on destroying her. To that end, he has enflammed many

of his allies against her, some of whom are involved in the

highest levels of information gathering. I could not risk even

a letter to you, lest it reveal our whereabouts before we had

moved on.

Such cloak and dagger lives disgust you, I know. I wish

I could live otherwise. I yearn for the life of simple contemplation I left behind on Midian when I eagerly joined Erian

on her mission to the stars. My hunger for new sites and

experiences could not be sated, and the cold walls of the

monastery seemed a prison. Ironic that it now seems a warm

den of rest and safety, after so many years on the roads

between the stars.

But I am not writing for pity or justification. I simply

explain my situation so that you understand the long years

between correspondence. I wish so much to speak with you

in person, to walk the corridors of your great cathedral and

hear you orate the virtues of the Prophet’s disciples again,

in your commanding voice that was once a pillar of faith for

me. It matters little that I betrayed your own faith by joining

the Eskatonic Order rather than the Orthodoxy — the words

of the Prophet are shared by both our sects.

I digress. I must put aside reflection and state the matter about which I write. My liege readies to travel again, this

Riley Hogan (free product)



time on a new path, one full of possibility and danger. I am

to go with her, for our fates are one. I am her confessor, and

spiritual guide besides. No longer is this role just in her service, however — it is also in mine, for I have been gifted

with dreams and visions leading me toward an uncertain

but important future.

I wrote of the Gargoyle of Nowhere in my last letter,

that monolithic relic left behind by the Anunnaki, they who

wrought the jumpgates and tamed the heavens before our

kind was raised from the muck by the hand of the Pancreator.

The vision it gifted us then — the maddeningly vague clues

which lead us from world to world in search of ever more

clues — only now begins to take shape.

To explain this shape, I must first explain where we

have been and what we have seen. The Known Worlds are

huge, sprawling across the nightscape of the dimming stars

forty worlds strong. While this is a paltrey sum compared to

the hundreds of worlds once known to the Second Republic,

it is still a testament to humankind’s unity that even so many

worlds as these have stayed together, connected through

the jumpweb now under the rule of Emperor Alexius.

I have been to many of these worlds — nearly all of

them, in fact. How many people can claim that? Most never

leave their hovels, let alone their provinces — and to leave

one’s very planet is a momentous step indeed. From there to

travel to more than three worlds is a jaunt even most Charioteer star-pilots never achieve. But to travel like Erian and

her entourage — unimaginable.

And yet we have done so. We have broken all bonds of

place and come and go from hither to yon as birds migrate

through the seasons or as leaves travel the aether or float

along the stream. What’s more — we are not alone. More

and more people of brave will and good constitution awaken

from a long night of captivity on their homeworlds to escape

gravity and go outwards, to worlds once known only to their

grandparents or more distant ancestors in the past. The

Emperor Wars kept everyone penned in, trapped behind
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enemy lines in their own homes.

But that dark time is over at last. Alexius is ascendant



distrust was the lot of humankind. But with each new

starship that comes from afar bringing goods undreamed of



and the jumproads are open once more. The cage is broken

and the beasts have slipped through the bars.

Yes, I mean beasts. For every man and woman of good

heart and purpose who now travel between the worlds of



before; with each new person who comes bearing news of

distant and long-forgotten family on other worlds; with each

new knight that comes from the Emperor bringing law to

the lawless regions, understanding and hope grows.



the Empire, two or three scoundrels of black heart and base

desire also go forth. For this reason, only a fool travels alone,

and those of good intent are best served by their own kind.

I do not follow Erian because feudal duties alone decree it —



When men have hope, they begin to cherish their dreams

once more. No matter how dark the suns may fade, the light

of hope cannot be fully extinguished.

The fading suns. I have tried often to forget them, for



I do so because in her service I am among others of good

heart, some with strong arm and hand to defend us bodily

from the harm others intend. I can attempt to sooth a soul

with words of scripture, or even seal a wound with prayer,



their dimming light fails to show the way forward, only the

way back. I no longer want to look back. I want only to go

forward, to solve the dilemma of our impending ruin, to reignite the stars that have for so long only portended our



but I can do little to prevent injury in the face of evil.

Cardanzo, Erian’s bodyguard, is a capable man and

goodly tactician. Of even greater might is Onggangarak, our

Vorox friend who has elected us members of his angerak —



doom. Heresy? To hope to change what the Pancreator has

wrought? But you yourself preach that it is not the Pancreator

that darkens the day, but the demons who haunt us and

hover before the light, casting their mournful shadows over



his blood pack. No better soldiers could one ask in the quest

for right.

And no better pilot than Julia Abrams. Although her

demeanor is caustic, her heart is strong and deeply tied to



our stars.

Why not act against them? Why simply sit and wait for

the end, assured that judgment will come swift to all. What

if that judgement depends on our acting? If we fail in this,



ours. She is the engine of our escape and a hearty companion on the road — a true follower of the first disciple, Paulus

the Traveler, he who guided the Prophet on his sojourns.

In your response to my last letter, you warned me against



how will we be judged then?

Go back to the Prophet’s words and read them afresh. I

believe with the deepest sincerity that he was not speaking

for the people then, but for now. He spoke of a “dark be-



associating too closely with the Ur-Ukar aliens, whom you,

like many, distrust for their seemingly primitive, clannish

ways. I have learned to look beyond the expected, and seen

the truth that lies in people’s hearts. Sanjuk oj Kaval is a



tween the stars,” and the demons that dwell therein. He spoke

of the evil which would descend on us and the ways that we

might fight it. Yet when he said these things, were not the

stars shining bright? Did not humankind have its greatest



woman of supreme courage. Her travails on her harsh

homeworld of Kordeth, in the subterranean caverns of her

clan, have only strengthened her bravery. While she is as

yet largely ignorant of scripture, I have made a pact with her



moments yet before it, in the founding of the Second Republic that was to come?

Then why was he so ill at ease and dark of heart? Why

in an Age of Miracles did he alone see danger? I tell you he



— for every legend she tells me of Ukari culture, I read to

her verse from the Omega Gospels. In such a way does understanding between two different peoples grow. It is just

such an interchange that must take place on a galactic scale,



did not see with the eyes of the present but with the future

— to our present, to our time and its rising darkness. He set

down words which we would need now to survive against

the chill end of time.



to overcome the centuries of ignorance and hate fostered

between fiefs and territories.

The Church teaches us of the good in our souls, and yet

acts as if people are mean and evil unless taught otherwise.



All his deeds, all his acts and words that enriched us,

did so in the hope that we would not simply look to them as

artifacts of a better past, but as examples of a greater future.

It is for us now to become as his disciples and follow their



The rod of rulership must fall heavily on humanity and its

alien brethren lest they rise up to do evil. Or so the widespread belief — justification — goes. I know otherwise. I

know that even the most oppressed men will share their



steps toward the stars, to Quest, Defend the Faith, Right

Wrongs, Seek Justice, Heal the Injured, Aid the Needy, Seek

Wisdom and Look Within.

If Paulus could do so, why not we? If Mantius and



only foodstores with suffering strangers, even if such strangers be from strange locales and other worlds. Yes, distrust

and suspicion is rampant, and some are more likely to be

greeted by a lynch mob than an invitation to dinner, but this



Lextius, Maya, Amalthea, Hombor, Horace and Ven Lohji —

why not we?

I know your answer. Heresy. We are not saints, and we

dare not elect ourselves so. I agree. I am no saint. But I can



is by no means as universal as we are all taught.

Perhaps during the Emperor Wars and its aftermath,



try to be. I can muster all my will and faith toward walking

as one who can make a difference, one who can change fate
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for the better.

Worry not that the Inquisition will hunt us for such



all my life, and I believe I can thus see their faults clearly.

Never are the common folk under them allowed to rise, no



hubris; they already have. I have dodged more flameguns

and brown-robed fanatics over the past years than I thought

could possibly exist. There are so very many who desire to

punish others for reaping benefits they themselves fear to



matter how they prove themselves otherwise. But the virtue

of the Li Halan is that neither do they mistreat their charges,

unlike the Decados. While surely even the lowliest Decados

peasant may rise to better status for committing any num-



ask for.

We have surely sinned in that we travel in a starship. Is

not this the sort of technology they spew sermons against?

I am not ignorant of the dangers of such tech, for the Sec-



ber of heinous deeds that please their lords, most are

trampled under foot.

This world is renowned for its religious schisms and

the many charismatics who have risen to guide people onto



ond Republic proved what science without faith can produce, and its mewling horrors are not easily forgotten. But I

will not stand against all technology because some of it was

misused.



often bizarre spiritual paths. Such loud men and women have

branded the world fanatic, and this is surely how the Orthodoxy sees it. But what if I were to tell you that, hidden in the

ice caves under the surface, there are many monks of as-



I digress again. I meant to tell you of our travels, of the

sights I have seen since last I wrote. I have sent you in separate letters copies of my journals of the past three years.

While they tell of my deepest thoughts and our entourage’s



tonishing enlightenment? I met one, a Friar Ged, who treated

me to such a dialogue of scriptural questioning that I had

not had since my first exposure to Magister Tarsus, my

Eskatonic examiner. I came to realize that no matter the



trials on many worlds, I want here to tell of the things I

could not enter into those journals, because the hectic pace

of our lives prevented it. I want to impress upon you what I

found, how things are not as we are told, and why I seek to



political situation in a place or the tenure of its people as a

whole, there are always unique individuals worthy of encountering.

And there are wonders, too, visions of beauty and natu-



go even farther.

My thoughts first turn to Malignatius, that frozen hell

of a world, gulag for so many suffering under the whim of

House Decados. No better served were the people, however,



ral awe. I can never forget my undersea swim on the world

of Madoc, a planet whose surface is mainly ocean and

achepeligo. Using breathing suits provided us by a wealthy

guildswoman — technology of which I’m sure many in the



when House Li Halan ruled the world before the Emperor

Wars. I know the Li Halan well, having lived in their service



Church disaprove — our entourage swam deep down to examine the ruins of that planet’s previous culture, a civiliza-
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